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T R I TO O N B OAT S

WHAT I S HYD RO F I N
S U PE R RIDE XL?
Just like wings provide lift to an airplane...
Hydrofin hydrofoils lift the boat to reduce drag and increase performance.

Hydrofin Super Ride XL is a highly engineered hydrofoil system designed by Morrelli & Melvin specifically for
use on tritoon boats. Designed to carry 45% of the weight of the boat, these underwater wings create lift,
reduce drag, and provide a smooth ride.
Anodized marine grade
aluminum to ensure a
long-lasting, durable
product.

Universal mounting
plate system de signed
to fit round logs with
diameters between
23” — 27”

Fixed system means
no moving parts for
a maintenance free
experience with no
moving parts.

Sweeping wing de sign
to prevent grass and
debris from catching
on the wing.

In-depth structural
analysis ensure s safe
install on all tritoon
boats with a hull
thickne ss between
.080” — .100”

System mounts safely
above cross members
of trailer and boat lift
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(Ready for same day use)

Hydrofin received top honors at the
2021 International Boatbuilders’
Exhibition and Conference (IBEX) as
an innovation award winner. This is
one of the marine industry’s most
prestigious honors.

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Just like the wings of an airplane provide lift,
Hydrofin wings lift the boat to reduce drag
and increase performance.

WHERE ARE THEY MOUNTED?

Four wings are mounted safely between the
logs of the boat below the water line. The
front wings are mounted near the center line
and the rear wings are mounted a few inches
from the very back of the boat.

LIFT GENERATED BY FOILS (LBS)
2400

WHAT IF I HIT SOMETHING?

2000

Similar to the boat itself, Hydrofin was
designed to withstand impact forces that
come with normal operational use. Since
the main wings are mounted mid-way back
on the boat, it is likely the logs will hit
obstructions before hitting the wings.
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Hydrofin is designed to carry a significant portion of the weight
of your boat. As speed increases lifting forces will also increase
exponentially. This graph represents lifting forces at various
angles of attack. The ability to adjust angle of attack allows
Hydrofin to dial in our foils specific to each boat.

WILL THIS DAMAGE MY BOAT?

No. The system is engineered to distribute the
lifting forces so as not to damage your boat.

WILL IT WORK ON MY PONTOON?
Yes, the system was designed to work with
any new or existing double pontoon boat.

WILL IT WORK ON MY TRI-TOON?

Yes, we have two foil models specifically
designed for use on tritoon boats, they are
the Hydrofin Super Ride and Super Ride XL.

CAN I STILL LOAD MY BOAT ON
MY TRAILER?

Yes, the system was designed to work with
most standard trailers. Depending on the
location of the loading bunks, some trailers
may require modification. Most trailers
have loading bunks that are easily moved.
If this is the case for you, we will move the
bunk when we install the system.

WHAT ABOUT MY BOAT LIFT?

Depending on the type of lift and clearance
required the system will interface with
your lift without issue. The front wings are
installed mid-way back and 2-5” below the
bottom of the log.

CAN I STILL BEACH MY BOAT?

Yes, you can still beach your boat. The front
wings are mounted about mid-way back.
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